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NovemberZOOO
New Location for
November meeting
Our next meeting will be a cool
diversion from the usual. Actually it
will be a really hot diversion. Irving
Slotchiver will demonstrate glass
blowing. I ' m not talking about the
kind you see in the mall where they
make little dragons. I ' m talking
about making bowls, goblets, vases
and fine art pieces from molten
glass. I've photographed this quite a
bit at the Appalachian Center for
Crafts and it's really cool, I mean
hot, oh heck it's just plain fascinating. We will meet at his studio.
The address is 2717 Sawyer Bend
Road, Franklin, Tn. 37064

Directions:
>From the Harpeth Hills Church of
Christ (normal meeting place) go
West to Hillsboro Pike (Road).
Turn left at Hillsboro Pike to Sneed
Road where you turn right. Follow
Sneed Road PAST Vaughn Road
and across the small bridge over the
Harpeth River. Take an I M M E D I ATE RIGHT onto Sawyer Bend
Road. Not far on the left you will
come to 2717. The studio is a separate building behind the house.
If possible, because of limited
parking available, try to car pool.
You could probably meet and
park at the church.

Arrowmont
Donation
During the October meeting
we voted to give Arrowmont a
$1000 donation. This has been
part o f our goal to promote
Woodtuming education. I think

TAW Library
Hew many of you have
checked out a video or book from
the club lately. I f not you're
missing a great chance to leara
from the masters. While I ' m on
the subject of the library I ' d like
to thank Mai Clissold. Being the
librarian is a thankless job but so
important to the club. I learn
something very useful every time
I get a book or video. Thanks
Mai.

TAW Soft Goods
Don't forget that we have
TAW tee shirts and hats for sale.
These might make a great Christmas gift for someone. The shirt
are $10 and the hats are $7. Since
we are in music city shouldn't we
have a cowboy hat? The brim
would catch all those long green
shavings and in just a few minutes
you would look like Dolly Parton.
The "hair", I ' m talking about the
hair.

October
Demonstrator
Our demonstrator for October
was Brenda Stein. She was assisted by the loveable Jim Hadden. Brenda and Jim have been
going around to the schools and
demonstrating woodtuming as
part o f the TACA sponsored Arts
Program. I f you are interested in
bringing this program to a school
in your area I ' m sure she will help
you get in touch with the right
people. As you may know Art is
being cut at many of the schools
so the children don't get to see or
work with the different mediums.
TACA sponsors a program to
bring artists to the schools to
demonstrate their artform. This
enables the students to see and
hopefully appreciate different
forms of art.
Brenda demonstrates tuming a
weed pot for the students. We all
reverted to our adolescence to
properly help with the demonstration. She started with a piece of
Honduras Mahogany and explains
where Honduras is located to try
to relate the wood to their studies
in school. There was also a discussion o f safety. Brenda described how this could be related
to anatomy especially the eyes.
She tells the students that using the lathe tool is like peeling
an apple. As the work spins a
little bit o f peeling comes off with

the tool. (I guess a catch would be
like cutting out a worm hole). It
was suggested that you start the
lathe off slow, some students will
be frightened by the speed and
noise. Rough out the wood into a
cylinder and then stop the lathe.
Since the wood is round the piece
will appear to be standing still.
This is a good time to bring up the
safety issue again. Tighten everything and resume tuming. While
you tum talk about finding wood
and start a discussion on recycling.
When you are sanding the
wood talk about RPM's. Tell
them you are tuming at 1200 RPM
and ask them, to go back and figure out how many revolutions the
wood will tum in one second.
Now she puts on a layer o f Bees
Wax and discusses friction and
how the heat melts the wax.
When parting the vase off the
lathe catch it with your fingers and
friction and momentum.
I f you still have time discuss
how the pioneers made bowls and
eating utensils. You could also
discuss the history o f the lathe. I
think the demo went quite well
and we certainly had fun kidding
Jim Hadden. We want to thank
Brenda for the Demo and making
us aware o f the Arts programs. I
hope she inspired some of you go
to the schools and see i f there is
any way you could help.

Dust Bee Gone
Pat Matranga demonstrated
using a pair o f Dust Bee Gone
goggles. She loved them and they
look really comfortable. They are
also the people who sell Dust Bee
Gone dust masks. They're web
site is www.dustbeegone.cora.
The phone number is 941-6943627. They get a lot o f good reviews in the Joumal and on the
Web.

Instant Gailerj'
Jim Bob James had Chocolate. Now this is my kind o f Instant
Gallery. No he didn't tum it. His wife took a workshop at John C.
Campbell during the same week he took a workshop in wood tuming.
The chocolate was passed out to the crowd. He brought a small box, a
weed pot and highly recommended taking a class at John C. Campbell.
Ray Sandusky had a walnut vase and an Osage Orange Bowl.
Barry Boyd had an Osage Orange box with an Ebony inlay in the lid.
He also had a box from a Banksia pod and one from Box elder burl.
Randy Trentham had turned a UT omament from Buckeye colored
orange with a Tombo marker and the finial was white Delrin. He even
had a little football on the bottom. He also had a Mexican Walnut vase in
a metal stand that was quite different.
Gary Martin displayed a Red Maple vessel and 2 bowls, one o f
Cherry and one o f Walnut
Brenda Stein brought a very nice Maple bowl and a Walnut bowl
with a rim she described as an Irish Rim.
Don Thompson had some pens, a natural edge bowl and lidded box.
Harry French brought some pens and a Cane
Dave Collier made some thickness gauges. One for measuring the
sides and one for checking the bottom.

Woodturner Wanted
The Tennessee State Fair is looking for one or a group o f tumers to
demonstrate
at the September 7 - 16, 2001, Fair.
Your Booth will be under the permanent shed in Hoot Ow! Juncrion.
You may bring wares to sell - and may sell what you make.
The hours are 10 A. M . to 6 P. M . There is security every night including Thursday night before the Fair opens i f you want to set up a
booth early.
The Fair will pay you $60.00 per day ($600.00 total). You will receive a contract to sign and return so the know you will be there.
Contact Mr. Eural Lucas at the Fair office (615/862-8980) or Anthea
Piatt (615/816-9294) for more information.

Ti£S
Miniature gouge. Purchase a 2" long "roll pin" in the diameter you
want. These are spring steel pins used to lock gears on shafts. Mount
this in a handle or in the end of a larger steel bar mounted in a handle.
Now grind the shape you desire on the end with the split toward the top.
This makes a great miniature bowl gouge. Thanks to Jack Hock for
sending me this tip over the Rec.woodtuming newsgroup.
I'm in the process o f making some o f these. I ' l l try them out and
give a report at the next meeting.

Sharpening Bowl Gouges
I've been studying how to
sharpen tools for quite a while.
I use 2 or 3 methods to sharpen
my chisels and planes. Sharpening lathe tools is a little different. There are a dozen ways
to sharpen lathe tools but John
Jordan cuts through all the hype.
I tried to pay close attention at
the symposium to learn from
him. Sharpening is really quite
simple on paper. A l l you have
to do is get 2 flat planes to intersect at a point. Mechanically
this can be a problem however.
You can get rounded bevels or
faceted bevels and how do you
decide what angle to grind each
tool.
Over the years I've used disc
Sanders, belt sanders, strip
Sanders and grinders. I settled
on a grinder with white wheels
for sharpening my lathe tools.
It's fast and efficient, but did
require a learning curve. This
gets us back to John Jordan's
demo at the T A W symposium.
John says to use the white
wheels in 60 or 80 grit with either a 1725 or 3450 rpm
grinder. Why white wheels?
The white wheels cut faster and
cooler than gray wheels. The
difference between using a slow
speed grinder or high speed
grinder is a matter of touch. I f
you develop a light touch the
faster speed will let you spend
less time sharpening. I f you're
heavy handed and tend to bum
the tools when sharpening use a
slower speed grinder. It is my
understanding that you can't
damage high speed steel by
overheating it on the grinder so
these might be good tools to
practice on.
John suggests using a 60 grit

wheel. The difference between
60 grit and 120 grit is the speed
that the metal is removed and the
size of the ridges the wheel leaves
on the surface of the steel. The
smaller the ridges the sharper the
tool. You could sharpen up to an
8000 grit water stone and then
hone the edges. No one will argue that this tool is sharper than
the one that comes straight off the
60 grit wheel. You have to look
at the use of the tool however.
Would you sharpen a drill bit to
8000 grit? A tool needs to be
sharp enough for its intended purpose. I f it cuts well it is a waste
of time to sharpen further. Most
of us would rather spend our time
tuming not sharpening. Most o f
the top tumers recommend a 60 or
80 grit wheel. They've leamed
this through trial and error with
thousands of hours at the lathe.
Following their lead is a very
good place to start.
Now the problem becomes
getting a clean non-faceted bevel.
First the stone must run true. The
easiest way is with a " T " shaped
diamond wheel dresser. This
tmes up the stone and cleans it so
it will cut efficiently. You won't
believe how much easier it is to
sharpen on a wheel that mns true.

A lot of trial and error goes into
leaming to sharpen by hand. The
bevel angle changes slightly every
time you grind and when you rotate the tool the facets you created
while sharpening cut differently

or leave ridges in the wood. Evenmally you leam to sharpen and get
these problems to a minimum.
John recommended using the
Oneway sharpening system. This
gives you a very consistent bevel
with a minimal removal of metal.
It's hard to beat this system and with
the Vari-Grind attachment you can
shape any bevel you want. Several
demonstrators have recommended
this system because it takes a lot of
the guesswork out of sharpening for
the beginner. I know I had trouble
(make that "have") trying to decide
if the tool was dull or it was my cutting technique so I would run to the
grinder and sharpen. Then it usually
improved, but not perfectly and I
would sharpen again. With the
Oneway system much o f the trial
and error is gone and you get to tum
with a tool that cuts consistently
even after several trips to the
grinder.

Now I get to the hard part of this
article. What is the appropriate angle? O f course it depends on which
tool we are talking about. I ' l l start
with bowl gouges. As you've probably heard by now it is necessary to
rub the bevel o f the tool to control
the cut. As Pat Matranga says pretend the bevel is an arrow and point
it where you want to go. The bevel
of the tool controls the direction of
the cut. The bevel is the sharpening
angle people are asking about. John
said this is usually 60 to 80 degrees.
Why is it different? It depends on
the shape of the bowl.

A shallow angle such as a
spindle gouge which usually has
a 25 to 45 degree bevel will
only allow you to tum a shallow
bowl.

When tuming details in the bowl
the same problem exists. A n undercut lip for example cannot be
cut with a steep angle gouge. The
lips of the gouge will hit when
trying to reach into he comers.

A steeper angle will let you
reach the bottom of a deeper
bowl.

However a steep angle gouge
can give you problems when
starting the cut on the lip becaii.se the tool handle or shaft
will hit the opposite lip.

On a closed form you may have
to use a shallow angle for the lip
and a steep angle for the bottom.

Are you starting to understand
why the demonstrators won't give
you a specific angle. We haven't
even talked about gouges with
ground-back sides like John Jordan and David Ellsworth use. I've
also only dealt with the tool as
though the flute always points
toward the direction o f cut. You
can rotate the tool slightly, which
alters the effective angle of the
bevel and will allow you to make
some cuts that would otherwise
not work with that particular tool.
I f you use the Oneway j i g start
with their recommended angles.
This will give you a good usable
tool for most shapes. I f you are
grinding by hand I ' l l try to describe Jobm's procedure. I ' l l describe the procedure assuming
that you have a new tool that has
not been sharpened to this shape.
The last page of this issue will
have the description.
I f you sharpen by hand you
will eventually throw off the
sides. They will get concave or
convex. Just go back and flatten
the top then regrind the sides. O f
course with the Oneway or one o f
the other jugs most o f w'nat I just
went through is solved for you.
Well I've tried my best to explain what I saw on sharpening
gouges. I f your still fuzzy or

want to leam how to use the tool call
John Jordan or Pat Matranga and
take a class. Everyone I know who
has been to one o f their classes raves
about what they leamed. Now that
you've seen my drawings you'll understand why I ' m a photographer
instead o f an artist. In a future issue
I ' l l discuss the spindle gouge and
skew and maybe even throw in the
parting tool. They are simple compared to the Deep fluted bowl gouge.

Start by grinding the nose to the proper angle.

Once you have established this, swivel the tool
left and right to create a rounded nose.

Decide how long you want the side ground portion. Put a
mark on the flute so you know where to stop. Grind this
portion with the flute toward the stone. You will be grinding
both sides of the flute at once. This will produce 2 flat areas
on both sides o f the flute. Make sure these are flat and parallel to each other.

Now sharpen each side separately by moving the
gouge across the stone. The flat surface on the
flute will get narrower as it gets closer to sharp.
This is like a gauge to tell you i f you're taking
off to much on one side or the other. When you
get the sides sharp blend them into the nose to
create a smooth arc from one side to the other.
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We meet on the 1st Tuesday
of the month. The meeting
starts at 7 P M . We meet at the
Harpeth Hills Church o f Christ1949 Old Hickory Blvd- Brentwood, Tn 37027. Take 1-65
south of Nashville to the Old
Hickory Blvd. Exit 74-B. Cross
Franklin road, going 4.1 miles
(not quite to Hillsboro Pike). The
church is on the left side o f the
road. Facing the church, use the
left side entrance, half way down
the building near the back o f the
sanctuary. Ever/one is welcome.

Membership in the Tennessee
Association of Woodturners is
open to anyone with an interest
in the craft of woodtuming.
Armual dues are $25.00.

Officers:
interim President - Mike Zinser
615-292-8652
Vice President-Jackie Potts 931583-2257
Secretary/Newsletter Editor
John Lucas 931-525-6400
Librarian-Mai Clissold-615-3734881
Treasurer Jimmy Campbell 931381-9379
Imed. Past President- Mike Zinser

